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T t's hard to believe, but there was a

1time when Ferraris were just cars.
Special cars, assuredly, but cars
nonetheless, things to be driven or
raced for a few y&s then discarded.
Today, of course, they are viewed
very differently. Whether one is buying, selling, restoring or showing a
vintage Ferrari, every car's potentially
long-lost history is all-important.
And when it comes to finding the
keys to unlock that history, there
is no one like Marcel Massini.
"I'm an information freak," says
the Swiss-born historian, "a 2417 collector of little details. The maiority
,
, of
my occupation is research and detective work. I like digging, and never
give up until I find what I want. I
don't necessarily have to have the
original item; it is the information
that matters and gives me an additional piece to complete the history
puzzle of one particular car, like a
curriculum vitae."
For the past 30-some years, long
before it was fashionable to do so.
Massini has scoured private collec
tions, auctions, swap meets and
other fertile channels in the car collectors' world for Ferrari documentation, always on the prowl for anything from a single missing link to
an entire library. Without today's
computers, Massini's home and
ofice in Volketswil (a suburb of
Zurich, Switzerland, where he
lives with his often-assisting wife,
Eveline) would barely function
under its archival weight of
150,000 black-and-white period
photographs-each identified by
chassis number, type, location,
date and driver-plus 60,000 color
slides, along with a full library of
hundreds of Ferrari-related books,
magazines, parts catalogs and service manuals, plus thousands of pertinent documents.
But while he describes himself
as "mostly a paper guy," Massini
spends plenty of time around
Ferraris. If he's not flying out of
Zurich to ins~ectclients' cars for
originality and condition, you might
find him conversing with enthusiasts
at a hillclimb, watching vintage
Ferraris at a track day, assisting with
a restoration or transporting clients'
cars to various European events.
U
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"I work night and day," he
says, breaking into a laugh. "I
really do. It's crazy! My biggest
problem is time, but I'm very
happy today that we have communication tools like e-mail
and the Internet, whereas in
the '70s and '80s we only had
letters and fax machines."
Ask Marcel any day how
he is and, whether he's sitting
in his office, walking through
an airport somewhere in the
world or wafting down the
Autobahn in his black Bentley
Continental, you'll get an
always cheerful "Busy as usual!"
here does this automotive
passion come from?
Certainly it was not handed
down from his father, a professor of Greek and Latii, who was
environmentally green to such
an extent that he refused to ever

this collection after running
out of time, space and money:
"I had a normal job during that
period," he explains. However,
he soon turned to collecting
larger models. "I wanted the
rare tin toys, around one-foot
long, of which about 55 existed
at the time, mainly from Asian,
Spanish and Italian manufacturers. I had a list of the models I wanted-Ferraris only, of
course-and I found 54 of the
55. I traveled the world from
swap meet to swap meet to buy
these, but I was never able to
find or to buv the last one.
And that, aftir about ten years,
,
really pissed me off. So I said,
'Okay, forget the whole thing!'
and I sold my tin-toy collection
to Massimo Ferragamo, the
Italian fashion guy who lived
in New York. And that was it.")
At age 12, Massini desper-

Two years later, working as
an accountant but still hcinated
with Ferraris, Massini started
researching the 250 LM. He had
fallen in love with the car during
a visit to the Oldtimer Grand
Prix at the Nurburgring, where
he had driven two examples:
one owned by enthusiast Mark
Tippetts, the other, the last LM
built, belonging to privateer
racer David Piper.
After that experience,
Massini had returned to Base1 in
his Volhagen Golf with "those
LMs still in my head. I handwrote and typed letters to all of
the owners, former owners and
mechanics, to compile as much
information as possible."
Once he had it, he did what
any enthusiast would; he began
to write a book Soon, Massini
garhered up his drafc and pitched
the idea to Tim Parker at Osprey

first met Massini seven years
ago, when looking for a reliable source of information on the
cars I write about. Befbre long,
I began to discover the extent
of respect others in the vintage
Ferrari world have for him.
"As a Ferrari historian and
enthusiast, to me Massini is the
top of the pile, the best in the
world," says Alan Boe, Chief
Ferrari Class Judge for the
Pebble Beach Concours
&Elegance. "Some approach
him, but nobody surpasses
what he has in the realm of
information. Of all the people
I deal with around the world,
he's probably provided more

own a car. Whatever the source,
young Marcel was enamored
of automobiles, particularly
Ferraris. "When I was six," says
the now 53-year-old Massini, "I
saw a black 250 GTE while we
were on vacation in Lugano, a
car I never forgot. I think this
was the real starting point."
This interest led him, like
so many youngsters, to begin
building models. "I immediately
focused on Ferraris because I just
liked the design and the looks of
these cars, and every single car
was different," he remembers. "I
wanted every Ferrari 5 12 S in all
the different versions and colors
and paint schemes, so I needed
photographs and books and
magazines to see how the original car looked. After a while, I
had roughly 450 of these handbuilt models."
(As an adult, Massini sold

ately wanted to attend the
German Grand Prix, so father
and son set out from their home
in Basel, Switzerland on their
bicycles, peddling 300 miles in
three days to the Niirburgring.
It was a long trek, but worth it:
When Marcel dimbed onto a
team truck to watch the drivers'
meeting, he saw all his Formula
1 heroes-Jackie Stewart, Jochen
Rindt, Jacky Ickx, Jack Brabham.
The following year, Massini
took a train to the city of his
birth, Geneva, to visit the Ferrari
importer. This adventure landed
the teenager his first Ferrari
brochure, for the Din0 246 GT,
and an incentive to dig deeper,
sleuthing for Ferrari finds. At
age 20, he made his first significant discovery, unearthing a
wrecked 166 MM Touring Le
Mans Berlinetta (sln 0048M)
in a Swiss scrap yard.

Publishing in London. Three
minutes into the sell, he got the
"go" to write F m r i 250 LM.
"I was 24 when that book first
came out in 1982," says Massini.
He went on to author two
more: Ferrari by Vigmle and
Making u Difference. (The latter,
co-written with the late Angelo
Tito Anselmi, was about Ferraris
bodied by smaller coachbuilders
such as Ghia, Bertone, Zagato
and Drogo.) Massini also regularly contributed articles to
magazines like Ferrari Market
Lptter, Gzvaflino,&
S
and
Motor k%sik.
For the last ten years,
Massini's been working on a
new book, this one on the 250
Mille Miglia. "I have accumulated so much information that
I could easily do a book about
any one of the 250 MM's 31
chassis numbers," he says.

information to me over the
years than anyone."
"I think it was Gerald Roush
who told me that if I wanted
to find out about a particular
Ferrari, I should contact
Massini," says collector Jon
Shirley, himself an expert in the
field. "I did. and I learned what
an amazing.depth of knowledge
he has about so many of the cars.
It is really quite phenomenal."
Shirley's priicipal restorer,
Butch Dennison, uses Massini's
research regularly, as do Paul
Russell,Bobby Smith, David
Cottingham
A d other noted
"
Ferrari restoration specialists
around the world. "Everybody
resmcts Marcel and reveres his
~ e k rknowledge
i
and data,"says
b e d restorer Wayne Obry of
Motion Products. "We've relied
on him heavily over the years,
not so much for the technical
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More than once, I've heard
Massini admit, "I'ma perkctionist, and probably uy to be too
perfect." But what better credential could there be for a historian?

I

Opposite, left-right: Highlights
of Marcel Massini's early years
include visiting a Ferrari
dealer d age 14 (in 1971). d i i
covering a wrecked 166 MM
(in 1977) and starting a book
on the 250 LM (in 1980). Right,
topbottom: Massini inspects a
121 LM at auction; hi archived
materials on a 250 MM include
a race program, paint sample,
delivery note, sales brochure,
photos and much more;
Massini's office and archive.

aspects of the things, but for the
ownership histories. Was the
original body reworked or the
motor ever changed?If it was,
when was it put back together?
And at a concours, when the
judges come up for literature and
history on the car, in every show
I've ever seen, even before the
build sheets come out, there's
Massini's documentary book."
This bound, sometimes
hardcover "Massini Manuscript"
contains all of the information
Marcel has on a particular car.
"What the customer usually gets
from me is a complete documentation book, starting with
the individual chronological history of this chassis number out
of my database, that documents
the full history of the car from
day one to today," he explains.
"The same book contains, if
possible, the factory build
sheets-I have a huge collection
of Ferrari factory build sheets,
about 2,000 of them-shipping
documents, maybe an old bank
check, old photographs, detailed
photographs of chassis number,
engine number, gearbox number and rear axle number."
There's more, such as races
and shows chronicled by place
and day, ownership lineage, notations of engine swaps, new bodies
or color changes, and, if available,
buying and selling figures. "It can
be a book of up to 200 pages,"
continues Massini, "and such a
package can cost between $1,500
and $10,000, depending on the
amount of material that I have. I
usually only make one copy for
that particular customer. It is not
a published book, or on sale."
Ferrari historians often sell
information to interested parF O R Z A A P R I L 20 1 1 45

ties, but most are part-time
enthusiasts. Not Massini.
"I'm probably the one who
has been able to turn a hobby
into a business," he says, "but
also the one who
has
the best connections all over
the world. I mav have a few
advantages compared with
other historians, such as being
multi-lingual [he's fluent in
English, Italian, French and
German] and living in the center of Europe, which makes
traveling here extremely easy.
" h d then, I have not only
information about Ferraris in
Europe, I have information about
Ferraris in America," he continues. "Gerald Roush. who was in a
way part mentor to me, focused
on Ferraris mainly in the United
States. I was the European counterpart and, since we exchanged
so much information,we had a
great database." (Roush passed
away in May 20 10.)
Massini's database is constantly growing. Recently, he purtwo substantial archives
compiled by h o u s Ferrari collectors. American attorney Ed
LefL topbottom: Marsini is
currently curirtig with the
restoration of this 250 Europa;
examining a 212 Export
Vignale at Pebble Beach;
archive's chassis-number files;
in 2008, Massini oversaw the
transportation and display of
these Ferraris at Villa d'Este.

Niles kept every bit of documentation on the 150-plus Ferraris he
bought, imported and sold over
the past 50 years, while
Frenchman JeanSage, who began
racing in the early 1960s and was
instrumental in setting up the
Ferrari Historic Challenge for the
h o w in the late '80s, collected
prime automobilia, particularly
rare literature and photographs,
for years and years before he died
in October 2009.
These treasure troves will have
to be integrated into Massini's
archives, a task he relishes. "It's
all a matter of organization," he
says. 'Rphotograph that is not
identified is a nightmare."
When he can't sleep at
night, he re-examines such
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photos for any clues that might
give them a legitimate place in
his files.
Massini has clients all over
the world: Hong Kong, Japan,
the Middle East, England,
the Netherlands, Italy and
Germany. Most, however,
are in the United States. "The
Europeans could learn from the
American restorers," he opines.
"The big difference I see is that
the Europeans, number one,
don't have that many important
concours d'elegances such as
Cavallino, Amelia Island,
Meadowbrook and Pebble
Beach. Two, the Europeans tend
to drive their cars a little more
than just show them, and that's
a major difference. They are not
willing to spend the kind of
money to do proper research,
and that's one reason why I have
more American customers than
European customers."
In a growing part of his business, Massini assists his major
American clients with showing
or racing their cars in Europe.
"I regularly have cars flown
from the United States to
Switzerland," he explains,
"where I store them in a warehouse, prepare them for contours d'eleganc-meaning
cleaning and detailing-and
then have them trucked to the
relevant show in Europe, such
as Villa d'hte or Goodwood.
Whenever they want their car at
a particular place, show or location, I arrange every little detail
to make sure it is there and perfect. I am there, as well; basically,
I'm a high-end baby sitter."
One of those American
customers is Peter Kalikow.
Kalikow has worked extensively
with Massini while restoring,
showing and expanding his wllection, and is a fitting voice for
the last word on the historian.
"If I want to buy a car at an auction, and Marcel's on the ground
and looks at it, I take his word
for it," says Kaikow. "He gives
me the run-down on it, who
owned it, what happened to it
and when they changed the flat,
and I write the check. I have to
say this, even though it's going
to cost me money; I couldn't live
without Marcel." 0

